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"Discover The Easy & PROVEN Way To Start Making Serious AdSense Commissions Within The Next

48 Hours..." Let me ask you - would you be interested in an online money-making system that: Is easy to

follow, even if you're new to creating websites. Can bring in money very quickly. Requires low start up

costs. And is proven. Well, what I'm going to reveal is the exact step-by-step system I use for quickly and

easily getting buckets of free traffic from the search engines, and turning that traffic into serious AdSense

commissions, often within just 48 hours... AdSense Cash The Quick & Easy Way I've seen and tested

many different tactics for making money with AdSense. However, many of these tactics involve buying

advertising and then sending your visitors to pages with AdSense on them. And then hoping that any

clicks you get make you more than the cost of your advertising. This is a tough way to make money. A

much more profitable way is to get the visitors for free through the search engines. However, here's the

problem: Popular keyword searches like "best mortgage" are massively competitive. Unless you're very

experienced, it's not worth trying to get traffic from such searches. So what you want to do is to go after

niche keywords. Why? Because these niche keywords have little competition which makes it easy to get

your website high in the search engine results for those searches. But - often these niche keywords don't

get much traffic. So here's what you need to do: You need to target a LOT of niche keywords. I'm talking

hundreds, even thousands at a time. However, to do this by hand would be massively time consuming.

So here's how you can automate the process: Now, you may have already heard of Traffic Equalizer. It's
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a powerful piece of software that can quickly create websites that get lots of search engine traffic from

niche keywords. The problem is - Traffic Equalizer is not the easiest piece of software to use effectively.

Personally, it took me several months before I started having any success with it. However, I'm going to

reveal the exact Traffic Equalizer secrets I use so you'll have an instant shortcut to success... These

powerful yet very easy-to-follow Traffic Equalizer tactics come in the form of eleven brand new videos you

view directly at your computer. I've bundled these powerful videos into a product called Instant AdSense

Cash: These eleven videos come to a total playing time of 137 minutes. Here's a quick run down of

exactly what you get: -------------------------------------------------------------------------------- Video One (8 Minutes)

In this video I'll talk you through how to choose the right domains for your sites and how to get them at

surprisingly low prices. -------------------------------------------------------------------------------- Video Two (13

Minutes) Here I'll talk you through how to choose the best web host for your sites.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- Video Three (4 Minutes) In this video I'll

show you how to get your website live on the net within minutes.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- Video Four (13 Minutes) Here I'll talk you

through how to quickly and easily build huge targeted keyword lists.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- Video Five (7 Minutes) In this video I'll talk

you through the vital yet often misunderstood step of setting up your Traffic Equalizer website templates.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- Video Six (9 Minutes) Here I'll talk you

through how to easily configure popups, ads and other options for your web pages.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- Video Seven (6 Minutes) In this video I'll

show you how by using Traffic Equalizer you can build a brand new web site in less than ten minutes!

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- Video Eight (13 Minutes) Here I'll talk you

through some final website tweaks you'll want to make just before your web pages go live.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- Video Nine (17 Minutes) In this video I'll talk

you through what to consider when putting together the front page of your website.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- Video Ten (21 Minutes) Here I'll talk you

through the exact step by step system I use to get a brand new traffic-pulling site online within twenty

minutes. -------------------------------------------------------------------------------- Video Eleven (26 Minutes) In this

video I'll talk you through how you can get piles of high-quality free search engine traffic the easy way.



-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- For PC's Only - Not For Mac I must tell you

that this eBook only works (to my knowledge) on PC's. If your computer is running Microsoft Windows,

you won't have any trouble at all viewing this eBook successfully. However, if you're on a Mac you'll more

than likely have trouble viewing it.
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